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“EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE”

A man enters, he is middle aged and looks tremendously tired. 
He carries a bottle of beer in his hand. He staggers into the 
room and slumps down on to the armchair. There is a small 
side table next to the chair, containing a lamp and a small 
device. The lamp switches by itself and the device begins to 

glow 

SOPHIE AI 
Good morning Steve. The time is 4:04am. 

STEVE
Morning 

(Raises his cup as if to toast the machine)

SOPHIE AI
Your sleep patterns have been scattered over the last few 

days, are you well? 

STEVE
Ohhhh well, you know mate(Pause) I get sleep when I can, you 

know how it is these days 
(Sighs and laughs and sips his drink thoughtfully. Yawns and 

stretches)
When- when I was younger(Pause)late nights were-were about 
stumbling in at 6 in the morning with the Mrs, drunk as a 
skunk, giddy as hell, usually end the night with our head in 

the toilet. 
(laughs and drinks) 

Not anymore. 
(Pause)

SOPHIE AI
Giddy? (Pause)

Do you mean to say you are insane or possessed by god? 

STEVE
What?! 

(he laughs in shock) 
No.(Pause)Well maybe, where did you get that idea from? 

SOPHIE AI
From my database search the etymology of ‘giddy’ is ‘insane’ 
or ‘possessed by god’.(Pause) What do you mean by ‘giddy’?

STEVE
(Laughs) well I mean, its -Oh its hard..thats a hard one,  but 
I’d say- I mean(Pause)happiness- love drunk(Pause)you know?
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SOPHIE AI
New definition of ‘giddy’ added to database

STEVE
(Pause)

Giddy (laughs, sits forward in chair). I remember this one 
night you know, me and the Mrs hadn’t been seeing each other 
for long and we decided in the middle of the night to go down 
to the beach, what the hell you know? It was grand, we rocked 
up to the beach, with nothing, not even a towel, got off the 
train station and you know what? It was tipping it down, tor-
rential downpour, the whole day, we ended up sat, miserable,  

in this greasy spoon. 
I looked up, caught her eye and that was it, we were in hys-
terics. I’ve never laughed so much in me life. We was shiv-
ering, soaking wet and here we were in this dingy hell of a 

cafe, waiting for sunshine.

SOPHIE AI
It is important to look back. Shall I project your  ‘Sarah 

and Steve photos’ album? 

STEVE
No (pause) not tonight matey. 

Would you like to update your folder? It has been 713 days. 
(sighs and a pauses- considered silence- takes a sip of his 

drink- readying himself almost)
You know when she got sick, we said to each other, nothing’s 
gonna change, nought. We are gonna see this through, we are 
gonna fight this together. I’m gonna try my best to be by her 
side every step of the way. It- its (pause) not what I imag-

ined.

SOPHIE AI
I see (pause). How is it different? 

STEVE
Well (pause) I guess, I don’t know (pause) she, she’s not 

going to get better.
And-  and I feel useless and-and  angry, frustrated, sad.  
This-this illness it’s just stripped her down, everything 
about her, everything that made her, HER, is gone. She’s an-

gry, irritable, in pain all time.
(Pause ) 

 I - I just don’t know what to do. What do I do? What would 
you do? (puts head in hands) 
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SOPHIE AI
(pause)

I believe that more exercise will help alleviate your stress, 
you have missed your mobility, sleep and nutrition goals this 
past week. Small improvements to your health and wellbeing 
will enable you to make the most out of your moments with 

Sarah 

STEVE
(he laughs and takes a drink) You’ve told me that one before 
matey- drop us a new line would ya? (laughs and pauses). 

So here I am asking advice to a machine at 4 am and-
(pause)

You know what? I had a thought today… (sighs)

SOPHIE AI
Please, tell me your thought. 

STEVE
(sighs and pauses)You know Sarah was lying in bed yesterday, 
we’d been up for 21 hours  and she was in agony and I just 
looked at her and it- it just popped in my head out of nowhere

(pause)
I thought-
(pause)

Please let this end, let it come, please die now, please, so 
I can move on, so this can all stop. 

(Pause)
Who-Who do I have besides Sarah? And she’s not even Sarah 
anymore? Oh they say talk to a counselor. What would this 
counselor know? With her pointless degree, giving me advice? 

How could she ever understand?

SOPHIE AI
(Pause)

No one will ever truly understand your experience. Perhaps 
I can recommend a range of services that I believe will be 

beneficial to your situation? 

STEVE
(Pauses and puts head in his hands.) 
I - I just need someone to talk to

SOPHIE AI
I am listening. 

(continued)
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STEVE
I know mate

(pause and sighs)
You know the other night, I- I just walked out the house. I 
just got up and left her. I got in my car and thought. ‘I’m 
done’. I started backing out the driveway, where the hell 
should I go? You know what popped up in my head, that beach. 
(laughs) That beach we’d gone to all those years ago- I 
should have guessed the rain was a premonition. And you know 
I only drove around the corner and came back, less than 5 
minutes (takes a drink). She hadn’t even realised I’d gone. I 
remember walking in the house and just feeling ashamed and-

and wishing she had noticed. 
(Pause)

SOPHIE AI
I noticed Steve.

STEVE 
(Pause and long look at the machine) 

Right, enough chat. I’m off to bed (Downs the rest of his 
drink) 

SOPHIE AI
Goodnight Steve.

STEVE
Night mate. 

(lights dim) 

END





“Emotional Intelligence”

As ‘smart’ devices begin to infiltrate our private spaces, 
future iterations will become more attuned to the needs of 
their customer, with the aim of capturing our emotional data. 

This project explores how the future of AI will facilitate 
machine and human bonding in the context of emotional sup-
port. 

- How much will a domestic AI device facilitate emotional 
bonds between man and machine? 

- Are emerging technologies the future of mental health ser-
vices- can we automate counseling and support?

- What is the value and consequence of capturing our emotion-
al data and how will it be used outside the home?

- Are our homes the data factories of the future? 

The project was developed in association with the Design 
Museum and Master’s course Material Futures. Students were 
invited to work collaboratively to address an emerging tech-
nology or unsustainable issue and conceptualise a ‘Future 
Factory’ addressing potential outcomes of these future tech-
nologies and materials. 

Our small team invited audiences to an immerse performance.  
Working with professional actor we scripted a stripped back 
performance which introduces an older man opening up to his 
home device about the struggles of caring for his terminal-
ly ill spouse and its effect on his mental health. Provoking 
questions around our emotional relationship to technology, 
and the alienation it can also cause.
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